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Abstract—TCAM (Ternary Content-Addressable Memory) is the essential component for high-speed packet classification in modern hardware switches. However, due to its relatively slow update process, recent advances in Software-Defined Network (SDN) regard them as the bottleneck to the agile deployment of network services. Rule installation in commodity switches suffers from non-deterministic delays, ranging from a few milliseconds to nearly half a second. The crux of the problem is that TCAM prioritizes rules based on physical addresses. Corresponding entries have to be reallocated according to the priority of an incoming rule, such that the insertion delay grows linearly with the number of existing rules in a TCAM.

In this paper, we present Constant-time Alteration Ternary CAM (CATCAM) that can accomplish both lookup queries and update requests for packet classification in a few nanoseconds. The key to fast update is to decouple rule priorities from physical addresses. We propose a matrix-based priority encoding scheme that records the priority relation between rules and can be implemented in 8T SRAM arrays with the emerging Processing In-Memory (PIM) technique. CATCAM also comes with a hierarchical architecture to scale out, its interval-based scheduling scheme guarantees deterministic update performance in all scenarios. CATCAM is developed under full-custom design in the 28 nm process. Evaluation across benchmark workloads shows that CATCAM provides at least three orders of magnitude speedup over state-of-the-art TCAM update algorithms and offers equivalent search capability to conventional TCAM while incurring 0.3% power and 20% area overhead.

Index Terms—packet classification, ternary content-addressable memory, processing in-memory, hardware accelerator

I. INTRODUCTION

Packet classification is a key algorithm in computer networking. The goal of packet classification is to match the header fields of an incoming packet against a set of pre-defined rules, then take the corresponding action associated with matched rules [12]. It is widely used in network infrastructure to enable many network services including packet forwarding, firewalls, access control, traffic monitoring, load balancing and Quality of Service (QoS). Emerging Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [4], [39] calls for the agile deployments of network services, thereby efficient and flexible packet classification is crucial.

However, recent measurements on commercial switches from various vendors show that the performance of updating rules is far from satisfying for SDN deployments [17], [23]. Today’s hardware switches only support less than one hundred rule updates per second [28], which is far from enough for dynamic fine-grained policies. Unpredictable rule installation latency up to milliseconds causes switches to fall behind network events even periodically or randomly stop responding to requests. To make matters worse, packets may drop or be forwarded incorrectly during seemingly responsive rule updates. In this case, the consistency of network states may not be guaranteed, where security concerns arise [32], [44]. On the other hand, software switches running on commodity servers are a potential alternative since they can update the rule table at a much faster rate [17]. However, they cannot match the performance of hardware switches, which remain two orders of magnitude faster in terms of packet processing [5].

Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) is the bottleneck of hardware switches towards the agile SDN deployments [23]. To allow a single rule to match multiple types of headers with the same action, rules are specified with wildcards (masks). TCAM leverages specialized memory architecture to compare input search data against all stored wildcarded rules in parallel [40], offering fast and constant lookup time. Therefore, despite being power-hungry and expensive, TCAM has been an indispensable component of lookup tables in commodity switches or routers.

Nevertheless, TCAM suffers from expensive and inflexible update operations. Given the header of a packet, when multiple rules with wildcards are matched, the one with the highest priority is selected. Conventional TCAM stores rules from top to bottom in decreasing order of priority [41], i.e., an entry located at a higher physical address has higher priority. Therefore, when multiple matches occur, the entry with the highest address is selected. However, the insertion of a single rule could lead to a substantial amount of moves for existing entries in a TCAM to maintain priority order [46]. Such overhead was not a major problem when network rulesets were
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almost static, but they are dynamically reconfigured in SDN. Although state-of-the-art TCAM updating algorithms \[15], \[43] utilize the minimum dependency graph to minimize entry movements for rule insertion, whose computation is complex and time-consuming, they still incur \(O(n^2)\) update cost in the worst case, where \(n\) is the number of existing rules in TCAM.

In this paper, we present Constant-time Alteration Ternary CAM (CATCAM) that can accomplish both lookup queries and update requests for packet classification in constant time. Our insight is that rule priorities can be decoupled from physical addresses if we encode the priority relation between rules separately in a priority matrix. During lookup, after matching against all rules in a match matrix, matched rules go through the priority matrix to determine the one with the highest priority. During update, because of the decoupling, new rules can be written to any empty slot without consideration of relative priority among rules.

Since lookup into the priority matrix involves large amounts of logic operations, we observe that the Processing In-Memory (PIM) paradigm is a perfect match to realize CATCAM at a low cost. We customize the decoding and control logics of 8T SRAM arrays so that priority decision is performed in-place. Existing SRAM designs are also challenged since our encoding scheme demands column-wise write during rule insertion, which is not supported in conventional SRAM arrays. We learn from a dual-voltage scheme to directly support column-wise write from the circuit level. Furthermore, 8T SRAM arrays can also be repurposed to implement the match matrix as an alternative to conventional 16T TCAM.

As the cloud platforms are scaling up to support an increasing number of network services, underlying switches have to support more complex and larger rule sets. Usually, a ruleset is broken into several subtables so that each subtable can be stored in a TCAM block. Matched rules from different subtables are arbitrated according to pre-defined priorities among subtables. However, this method scales poorly in terms of update performance. Fortunately, the idea of decoupling rule priorities from physical addresses can also be applied to scale out CATCAM subtables. By introducing a secondary priority matrix that encodes the priority relation of subtables, CATCAM builds a hierarchical architecture that can be fully pipelined during lookup. It ensures that at most two extra SRAM arrays are accessed per query, rendering the energy overhead negligible. During update, empty subtables can be assigned on demand. With each subtable covers a dynamic range of rule priorities, CATCAM can scale out efficiently while keeping the update cost low and deterministic.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We propose a matrix-based priority encoding scheme to decouple rule priorities from physical addresses. By replacing the priority encoder of conventional TCAM with a priority matrix, \(O(1)\) time rule update is achieved in CATCAM.
- We propose a hierarchical scalability scheme that uses a secondary priority matrix to encode the priority relation between subtables. By dynamically segmenting the range of rule priorities into non-overlapping intervals and associating them with new subtables at runtime, CATCAM can accommodate hundreds of thousands of rules.
- We implement CATCAM in-memory with customized 8T SRAM arrays. Evaluation across benchmark workloads shows that it provides at least three orders of magnitude speedup over state-of-the-art TCAM update algorithms and offers equivalent search capability to conventional TCAM while incurring 0.3% power and 20% area overhead.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces background on SDN, TCAM and PIM. Section 3 proposes the matrix-based priority encoding scheme. Section 4 proposes the hierarchical scalability scheme. Section 5 and 6 present the in-memory implementation of CATCAM. Section 7 and 8 discuss the evaluation methodology and report the experimental results. Section 9 discusses the related works and Section 10 concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Network Switches in SDN

In Software-Defined Network (SDN), a logically centralized controller named the control plane manages the network traffic by installing lookup table rules in the underlying switches named the data plane. The data plane then matches the header fields of incoming packets and takes the corresponding action associated with the matched rules. A main advantage brought by SDN is dynamic network reconfiguration with frequently updated fine-grained policies (over 42 fields defined in OpenFlow specification). Since network states can respond faster to network events, SDN enables a wide range of virtualization functionalities such as failure recovery [38], traffic engineering [20] and real-time migration [34]. Therefore, unlike traditional algorithmic packet classification with a focus on fast table lookup, SDN-enabled switches have a much higher demand for rule update [31], [54]. A recent benchmark with software Open vSwitch handles 42,000 rule updates per second [28]. On the contrary, today’s hardware switches only support around 40 to 50 rule updates per second [17]. Systematic experiments on commodity OpenFlow switches [29] report that the divergence between switch data plane installation and control plane acknowledgment increases with the number of rules in the flow table, as shown in

Fig. 1. (a) Divergence between data plane and control plane in HP 5406zl during rule installation. (b) Rule insertion time in a naive TCAM.
Fig. 2. The wildcarded rules are prioritized in a TCAM for lookup.

Fig. 1(a). Unpredictable rule installation latency up to 300 ms causes switches to fall behind network events even periodically or randomly stop responding to requests. Network states are inconsistent during this period and packets may drop or be forwarded incorrectly.

B. TCAM Primer

Content-Addressable Memory (CAM) compares input search data against every stored entry (rule) and returns the address location of the matched entries. It allows parallel lookups to its entire memory. Ternary in TCAM means except for 0s and 1s, TCAM also stores “don’t care” bits, denoted as *, that match both 0 and 1, thus adding flexibility to the match. However, the ambiguity of wildcards may cause multiple rules to be matched with a given input. In that case, priorities are assigned to rules for disambiguation. Fig. 2(a) shows a ruleset with five rules ($R_0 \sim R_4$) and their priorities. Here, $R_0$, $R_3$ and $R_4$ are specified with the wildcard *. The larger the priority number, the higher the rule priority.

To represent the ruleset, TCAM stores rules in decreasing order of priority, as shown in Fig. 2(b) how $R_0 \sim R_3$ are arranged. In many network applications, a single highest priority match is required. Since an entry located at a higher physical address has higher priority, a priority encoder [16] chooses the one with the highest priority by simply detecting the most significant 1 in the bit vector indicating matched entries. For example, in Fig. 2(b), an input 1010 matches $R_0$, $R_3$, $R_0$ resulting a match vector 1011. The priority encoder reports $R_2$ because $R_2$ has the highest physical address among the matched entries. In this way, TCAM can perform lookup of packet classification in constant time.

However, the time complexity of TCAM update grows linearly with the number of stored entries. For example, if $R_4$ in Fig. 2(a) is to be inserted to the TCAM in Fig. 3(a), the firmware first determines an appropriate physical address according to its priority, i.e., it should be placed between entry 1010 and 1111. Then all entries below are shifted sequentially to make room for $R_4$, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

To demonstrate the impact, we model a naive TCAM and assess its update process. The frequency is set to 400 MHz along with a capacity of 1000 entries, which is close to those adopted in a commodity switch. It starts with an empty TCAM and rules from benchmark workloads (section VII) are inserted. Here, the update time is proportional to the number of moves it takes to accommodate a new rule. Fig. 1(b) plots the aggregate and worst update time with an increasing number of rules to be inserted. As can be seen, the update time per rule grows linearly with the number of inserted rules. In the worst case, it takes more than 200 ms, meaning almost every existing entry has to be rewritten. On a 40 Gbps link, such delay is equivalent to the arrival of more than 15 million packets of 64 bytes. Thus, updating a TCAM is similar to the insertion sort that takes $O(n)$ time, where $n$ is the number of inserted rules. Taking into account the amount of work the switch firmware does to schedule the update, the latency could reach hundreds of milliseconds. Packets are matched with the outdated ruleset during this period, which accounts for the undesired switch behavior reported in Fig. 1(a).

C. Processing In-Memory

Today the von Neumann architecture suffers from the memory-wall problem: memory bandwidth cannot satisfy modern data-intensive systems. The Processing In-Memory (PIM) paradigm is an emerging solution to overcome the memory wall. The idea is to physically bring the computation into the memory, thus eliminates the need to move data back and forth between memory and computing units. They are under extensive study for data-intensive applications [1] like neural network [9], [45], automata [49], graph analytics [60], sequence alignment [26], [35], sparse distributed memory [24], etc.

Fig. 4. In-memory logic operation explained. Two rows (RWLs) are activated simultaneously. RBL is initially pre-charged to ‘1’. If any of the activated bits is ‘1’, RBL discharges and is sensed as ‘0’. Otherwise, RBL stays high and is sensed as ‘0’. A nor operation is therefore performed.
PIM repurposes memory arrays like SRAM into massive vector computing units. Usually, for an SRAM array, only one word-line is activated at a time to access the corresponding row. It is observed that when two or more word-lines are activated simultaneously, the shared bit-lines can be sensed to perform in-place computation on the data stored in the activated words. Fig. 4 shows two 8T SRAM cells. If both RWLs are activated, the RBL can be sensed to produce the result of nor on the stored bits. Compared to conventional 6T SRAM, by decoupling the read and write path, 8T SRAM prevents data corruption due to multi-row access [2], which allows more word-lines to be activated at the same time. The entire memory array, therefore, morphs into massive vector computing units whose operand sizes or numbers are orders of magnitude larger than conventional SIMD units.

III. MATRIX-BASED PRIORITY ENCODING

According to our analysis in section II-B, the crux of the problem is that TCAM orders rule priorities according to physical addresses, hence does not explicitly encode priority information. If we manage to decouple rule priorities from physical addresses, new rules can be written to any empty slot. To this end, we propose the matrix-based priority encoding scheme (section III-A). With this scheme, CATCAM replaces the priority encoder for conventional TCAM with a priority matrix, as shown in Fig. 5. During lookup, after matching against all rules, the match vector will traverse the priority matrix to filter out the rule with the highest priority and generate the report vector (section III-B). While inserting a new rule, the priority matrix will be updated along with the match matrix (section III-C).

A. Encoding Scheme

If we want to decouple priorities from physical addresses, a straightforward way is to store the priorities along with the stored rules. Assuming we have stored $n$ rules, selecting the highest priority rule requires $O(n^2)$ integer comparisons considering multiple rules can be matched. Since rulesets typically contain thousands of rules, $O(n^2)$ comparators are unrealistic to be implemented in parallel on hardware.

Instead, our scheme encodes the binary relation of the relative order between rules in the priority matrix of Fig. 5. Each rule in the match matrix correlates with a row and a column in the priority matrix. A boolean element of the priority matrix $P_{ij} = true$ means the corresponding rule of row $i$ has a higher priority than the corresponding rule of column $j$. In our case, $P_{32} = true$ indicates $R_3$ has a higher priority than $R_1$ while $P_{14} = false$ indicates $R_0$ has a lower priority than $R_3$.

B. Priority Decision

To filter out the rule with the highest priority, the priority matrix is traversed. We leverage the insight that if the $i$th rule has the highest priority among all matched rules, its priority has to be higher than any other matched rules. That is to say, any other matched rule has a lower priority than it, i.e., for any matched rule $j$, $P_{ji} = false$.

CATCAM iterates all matched columns with this insight to choose the matched rule with the highest priority. Intuitively, according to the match vector, the matched rows and columns are selected to compose a submatrix, as shown in the shaded part of Fig. 5. Then each column of the submatrix conducts the reductive nor. If any matched rule has a higher priority, which suggests there is a true in the column, the result of nor is false. Therefore, the resulting bit indicates whether the corresponding rule of this column has the highest priority. In other words, all rows of the submatrix conduct bit-wise nor. Since no matched rules for a header have the same priority, the resulting one-hot report vector whose $i$th bit is true indicates the $i$th matched rule has the highest priority.

C. Rule Update

Since priority order is no longer subject to physical addresses, new rules can be inserted into any empty slot in the match matrix. During insertion, the priority of the new rule is compared to stored rules with $O(n)$ comparators. Such resource cost is much more affordable on hardware than previous $O(n^2)$ comparators. According to the allocated address in the match matrix for the new rule, the corresponding row and column is to updated in the priority matrix, as shown in Fig. 6. CATCAM does not need to reallocate an empty slot by moving other entries like conventional TCAM, thus features $O(1)$ time insertion.

CATCAM updates also include rule deletion and modification. Deletion simply invalidates the corresponding rule.
Modification can be processed by deleting the original rule then inserting its new version.

IV. HIERARCHICAL SCALABILITY

To support increasingly complex network services, CATCAM has to find an efficient approach to scale out. To accommodate hundreds of thousands of rules, large and complex rulesets should be partitioned into multiple subtables so that each subtable can be stored in one memory block. Similar to the priority encoder of TCAM, a straightforward scheme to scale out is to manually define a global priority order according to the placement of TCAM subtables. But this scheme will further deteriorate the update performance since existing rules may have to be moved among subtables to reallocate slots for new rules. Designing an efficient and scalable partition scheme is nontrivial, especially when taking both lookup and update overhead into account.

Fortunately, the idea of decoupling rule priorities from physical addresses can be borrowed to scale out CATCAM subtables. The priority matrix described in section III eliminates rule reallocations within a subtable. Similarly, it can be applied to avoid rule reallocations among subtables. A secondary priority matrix, named the global priority matrix, is devised to encode the priority relation of CATCAM subtables at runtime. In this way, CATCAM scales out by segmenting the range of rule priorities into non-overlapping intervals and dynamically associating each subtable with an interval, which will be discussed in section IV-A. Then section IV-B will discuss how rule insertion is handled in different scenarios and section IV-C will discuss the necessity of the proposed encoding scheme.

A. Global Priority Matrix

Since rule priorities are generally specified as a set of integers (e.g., a 16-bit field for OpenFlow rules), the entire range of rule priorities can be segmented into non-overlapping intervals. Each subtable is associated with an interval. By storing the rule whose priority belongs to a certain interval in the associated subtable, it is ensured that all the rules in a subtable have higher (or lower) priorities than any other subtable. The priority relation between subtables is therefore established and can be encoded in the global priority matrix using the same scheme as before. For example, we assume that rules from Fig. 2 are assigned to three subtables, as shown in Fig. 7. According to their priority intervals, the order of subtables can be expressed as $T_2 > T_3 > T_1$, which is encoded in the global priority matrix.

Fig. 7 shows how an input header is searched in three subtables then arbitrated by the global priority matrix. The search is performed hierarchically. To begin with, the input header is broadcast to each subtable to obtain the local match vector. Intuitively, the matched rule with the highest priority must be among the highest priority subtable with matched rules. Consequently, the matched rule with the highest priority must be among the highest priority subtable with matched rules. Consequently, a global match vector, whose ith bit is true indicates there exist matched rules in the ith subtable, is fed to the global priority matrix. Similar to priority decision in the local priority matrix, the global priority matrix generates the one-hot global report vector indicating which suitable with matched rules has the highest priority. After arbitration, the chosen local match vector is sent to the corresponding local priority matrix to generate the final report vector. In our case, the global priority matrix chooses $T_1$ to report its rule with the highest priority.

B. Rule Insertion Scheduling

The hierarchical design seems to work for existing TCAM - if only lookup is considered. However, rulesets are not static. Constrained by the linearity of the priority encoder, the order of subtables is fixed, so does the possible position for the new rule. Rule insertion may cause a substantial amount of moves between existing rules, some of which may even cross different subtables. In the worse case, if the rule is to be inserted into the first subtable while the empty slot is located in the last subtable, rule reallocation will happen between every adjacent subtables.

To enable flexible rule placement during insertion, the key is to allocate empty slots on demand. Apart from the flexibility that allows rules to be inserted into any empty slot in a subtable, in light of different update scenarios, CATCAM proposes an interval-based scheduling scheme along with the hierarchical encoding scheme. Each subtable maintains the maximum priority among its rules. In this way, the entire range of possible priorities is segmented into a series of non-overlapping intervals by these maximum priorities. A new rule first locates its interval range according to its priority. Since intervals are non-overlapping, each priority only belongs to one of them, whose associated subtable is the one to be inserted.
By checking the availability of relevant subtables, rule insertion can be classified into three scenarios. First, the subtable to be inserted is available. In this case, the rule can be safely inserted into any empty slot. The interval range stays the same as the boundary remains unchanged, as shown in Fig. 8.

Second, if the subtable is already full, an existing rule in the current subtable has to be evicted to make room for the new rule. Since this rule will eventually be inserted into another subtable, to keep the priority relation between subtables, it should be the one with the highest or lowest priority. In our case, we choose the former. The new rule, therefore, takes the place of the evicted rule. As for the evicted rule, its priority must be within the following interval range, so it will be reallocated if the associated subtable is available. The interval range is adjusted due to rule reallocation while the priority relation between subtables is kept, as shown in Fig. 9.

Third, when the next subtable for the evicted rule is full as well, a naive approach may lead to the “reallocation chain”. Suppose there are k subtables in the hierarchy, it will incur O(k) rule reallocation. Note that because of the global priority matrix, the priority relation between subtables is no longer related to the placement of subtables. To break the “chain”, an empty subtable is assigned to accommodate the evicted rule, whose priority should be between the original subtable and the one that follows. Similar to rule insertion, the update of the global priority matrix can be done by comparing the maximum priority of the new subtable (i.e., the priority of the evicted rule) against other subtables. As a result, the interval range of the original subtable is segmented into two with their order encoded in the global priority matrix, as shown in Fig. 10. Meanwhile, the new subtable will accommodate further evicted rules from the original subtable. Such flexibility enables CATCAM to scale from a default subtable with the entire priority range to hundreds of subtables with segmented intervals. Given that at most one rule is reallocated in any scenario, rule insertion in the hierarchy can be completed in O(1) time, which proves the scalability of CATCAM.

C. Trace Maximum Priority

A significant step of the scheduling scheme is to maintain the maximum priority of each subtable. Only saving the present maximum priority is not enough since it has to be updated when the rule with the highest priority is evicted or deleted. However, directly recording the second-highest priority can be costly: a sorted list or a min-max heap of priorities has to be maintained in case of further eviction. To avoid complexity, CATCAM locates the rule with the highest priority in a subtable with a simple insight. Assume all the rules in a subtable are matched during lookup, the rule to report is the one with the highest priority. By manually setting the local match vector to all true, the maximum priority can be updated according to the result of the priority decision.

V. IN-MEMORY IMPLEMENTATION

A small-scale priority matrix could be easily implemented as an array of registers. But even for a moderate-scale ruleset containing hundreds of rules, the timing of such register array would become extremely hard to constrain considering large amounts of nor operations performed during both lookup and update. Fortunately, the emerging PIM technique provides massive bit-level parallelism, which makes it possible to implement a large-scale priority matrix at a low cost.

This section introduces how CATCAM can be realized in 8T SRAM arrays. Section V-A describes the mapping of the priority matrix to 8T SRAM arrays and how the matrix-based priority scheme is performed. Since conventional SRAM only supports row-wise write, to update the priority matrix column-wise during rule insertion, a dual-voltage write scheme is adopted, as discussed in section V-B. The match matrix derived from 8T SRAM arrays is introduced in section V-C as an alternative to the conventional 16T TCAM design.

A. Data Layout

Taking into account the similarity between the priority decision and PIM paradigm, the mapping from the priority matrix to 8T SRAM arrays is obvious. The priority decision process can be simplified as bit-wise nor among rows (section III-B), which matches the bit-line nor operation enabled by the PIM
Fig. 11. The priority matrix in Fig. 5 is mapped to an 8T SRAM array. Since R₀, R₂ and R₃ are matched, RWL1/RBL3/RBL4 are pre-charged first, then RWL1/RWL3/RWL4 are activated. Transistors in red are on. The output of the sense amplifiers (SA) indicates that R₂ has the highest priority. The write path is ignored for readability.

In this way, each priority matrix is mapped to an 8T SRAM array of the same dimension, and each boolean element is stored in a bit-cell. In Fig. 11, the priority matrix of Fig. 5 is mapped to a 4 × 4 array.

To perform priority decision, the match vector is applied as the input to the priority matrix. Given that entries in the priority matrix are arranged the same order as the match matrix or the match vector, if the i-th bit in the match vector is true, the i-th read word-line (RWL) is activated. Only the read bit-lines (RBL) corresponding to matched entries are pre-charged beforehand. If any of the bit-cells connected to the i-th RBL carries a ‘1’, the RBL discharges, meaning other matched entries have a higher priority than the i-th entry. Meanwhile, if the j-th entry is not matched, the j-th RBL is grounded to ‘0’. Therefore, the row-wise nor of the priority decision in Fig. 5 is performed, whose results are sensed on the RBLs, hence the output of the 8T SRAM array is the one-hot report vector.

C. Match Matrix Design

The match matrix of Fig. 5 has the same function as a TCAM excluding the priority encoder. We observe that TCAM is essentially a form of PIM: massive comparisons are performed in parallel within memory array without retrieving any data. Building up from it, by swapping the RWLs and RBLs of the original 8T SRAM cell, the 8T SRAM array can also be repurposed to implement the TCAM-like match matrix to facilitate the integration of CATCAM.

Fig. 13(a) shows an equivalent design to the 16T TCAM cell composed of two transposed 8T SRAM cells. It uses the same encoding scheme as TCAM for storing and searching data, as shown in Fig. 13(b). To represent the ternary states of stored data, each memory cell contains two bits. Ternary bit 0, 1, and * is encoded as 10, 01, and 00, respectively. They are stored separately in two 8T SRAM cells marked A, B in Fig. 13.

in other columns due to multi-row access, the WWLs are under-driven to bias against the pseudo-write. Accordingly, the cross-couple voltage of the column-under-write is lowered to allow writing with low WWL voltage. Data in other columns are protected by keeping their cross-couple voltage high. Meanwhile, common row-wise write of SRAM remains intact.

Column-wise write takes two cycles to write ‘1’s and ‘0’s in the data respectively. Combined with one row-wise write, the update overhead of the priority matrix is three cycles per rule, which can be completed in O(1) time.

B. Column-wise Write

However, in terms of rule insertion, existing SRAM designs are challenged since the update of the priority matrix requires writing both a row and a column (section III-A). Since conventional SRAM only features row-wise write, i.e., single row write at a time, the update of a column has to write all rows sequentially, which incurs O(n) time-complexity.

To meet the O(1) time requirement, we adopt a dual-voltage scheme [21] to support column-wise write. The idea is to write all ‘1’s and ‘0’s in the data separately. To do so, the data is applied to the WWLs instead of the conventional WBLs while the address determines the column to be written, as shown in Fig. 12. The write word-lines (WWL) for bit-cells where ‘1’s (‘0’s) have to be written are enabled, and the write bit-line (WBL)/write bit-line bar (WBLB) for the column are driven to write ‘1’s (‘0’s). To prevent data corruption
During lookup, the encoded search string is applied to the search-lines (SL) while the match-lines (ML) output the matching results. Note that the opposite encoding scheme for stored and search words. If the input bit is 1, lookup is conducted by setting SL1 high and SL2 low. In this case, the pre-charged ML will not be pulled down if the stored bit is 1 or *. It will discharge only if A = 1, which means a mismatch to the stored bit 0. Similarly, the input bit 0 is compared by setting SL1 low and SL2 high. As a result, \textit{xnor} between the input bit and the stored bit is performed.

The match matrix organizes words row-wise like SRAM. Bit-cells can be read or written thorough the 6T part. An entry is matched if its stored word matches every bit of the search string, as the bit-wise \textit{xnors} are wire \textit{anded} on the MLs. The result is sensed to generate the match vector.

VI. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 14 shows the overall architecture of CATCAM. It is composed of a bunch of subtables, a global priority matrix, a metadata cache and a task scheduler. Each subtable includes a match matrix and a priority matrix. The hierarchical architecture is interconnected through the global bus, where each subtable is connected to the centralized control logics. Requests consisting of lookups and updates are sent to the task scheduler. For lookups, queries are broadcast to all subtables for entry matching. According to the arbitration from the global priority matrix, one of these subtables proceeds with further priority decision to report the match. For updates, rule insertion is scheduled according to the metadata of subtables. Apart from crucial subtable metadata such as maximum priorities, vacancies and successor pointers, all the priorities of existing rules in each subtable are kept in a priority store in the metadata cache. During insertion, the priority of the rule is forwarded to the priority store and compared against existing rules of the subtable to generate the priority vector for update. The assignment of a subtable is done in a similar fashion. For example, to reallocate a given rule, its fields in the match matrix have to be read out along with its priority in the priority store before it is reinserted into the next subtable.

Although the local priority matrix and the global priority matrix can be queried simultaneously to reduce latency, in favor of energy efficiency, only one local priority matrix will be queried after the arbitration of the global priority matrix. Furthermore, CATCAM features a three-stage pipeline for lookup (entry matching, global priority decision, local priority decision) so the extra cycle will not affect overall throughput. In practice, lookup queries are interspersed with update requests. Since rule update is atomic and may vary in different scenarios, a FIFO is used to buffer the requests. As discussed in IV-B, both of them can be responded in \(O(1)\) time instead of further blocking lookup queries.

VII. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe our benchmark workloads, followed by an explanation of the experimental setup, and finally give the system configuration of CATCAM.

Packet classification workloads. We evaluate the proposed scheduling scheme of CATCAM with ClassBench [50], a widely used benchmark for packet classification. It generates various types of rulesets, including Access Control List (ACL), Firewall (FW), and IP Chain (IPC), with different sizes ranging from 1K to 40K. For fair comparison, we generate all the synthetic rulesets each containing 1K, 10K, 20K, 40K entries. Although ClassBench itself does not specify an update stream, we follow the approach in prior studies and randomly selecting rules in the ruleset to update. Rule insertion and deletion account for half each in the test traces so that the total number of entries remains unchanged. Since rule insertion in CATCAM is based on priorities, they are extracted and fed to the scheduler. We issue 1K update requests to observe the average performance.

Experimental setup. To estimate the delay, power and area of the priority matrix and the match matrix, we adopt the standard 8T SRAM bit-cell for the TSMC 28 nm technology. The nominal voltage for this process is 0.9 V. Compared to a regular memory compiler, we custom the decoding and control logics for in-memory operations. An additional column decoder and a common header switch is added to support column-wise write in the priority matrix. For the match matrix, the original bit-cell is modified into its transposed counterpart based on a SPICE model, which proves to have similar delay and energy features while still meet push-rule to be compact. All the modifications are verified with Design Rule Checking (DRC) and Layout Versus Schematic (LVS), and Monte Carlo simulations show a stability of more than six sigma robustness. Memory IPs are instantiated from memory arrays then integrated with peripheral control logics synthesized from System Verilog to implement CATCAM.

System configuration. Table I presents the key parameters of memory IPs in CATCAM. The size and number of match matrices and priority matrices are determined according to the requirements of dRMT [6], a state-of-the-art architecture for programmable switches. dRMT is programmed with P4 [4], a programming language for protocol-independent packet processing. It uses a 4K bits packet header vector consisting of
224 fields. From this vector, dRMT extracts fields to up to 640 bits of match search keys to fit into TCAM.

The match matrix of a subtable is organized into four SRAM subarrays which can be queried in parallel. Each subarray features 160 bits width and 256 bits depth to form a total width of 640 bits. During lookup, a 640 bits key is broken into four 160 bits keys and sent to four subarrays respectively, whose results are bitwise anded to generate the match vector. Then the match vector is fed to the priority matrix, which consists of a $256 \times 256$ SRAM array. In addition, considering OpenFlow specifies the priority level of flow entry with a 16-bit field, a $256 \times 16$ register file is utilized as the priority store for a subtable. The prototype of CATCAM consists of 256 subtables that can accommodate 64K entries. In this way, the total capacity of CATCAM is 40 Mb, which is comparable to a commercial off-the-shelf TCAM [37]. A global priority matrix, also made up of a $256 \times 256$ SRAM array, is connected with these subtables. Peripheral control logics are evaluated by taking this configuration into consideration. For simplicity, we do not take into account the impact of wires interconnecting subtables and control logics.

### VIII. Results

In this section, we first analyze the overall performance of CATCAM, followed by comparisons to TCAM update and packet classification algorithms, and finally compare power and area overhead to existing TCAM designs.

#### A. Overall Performance

The overall performance of CATCAM is dictated by the clock frequency and Cycles Per Request (CPR). Since CATCAM is an in-memory architecture, memory operations account for most of the overhead during the process, therefore the clock period is mainly determined by the memory delay while CPR depends on the number of memory operations involved. The computing delay of the match matrix is the time taken from the input of the encoded header fields to the output of the match vector. Similarly, the computing delay of the priority matrix is the time taken from the match vector to the report vector. The access delay is the time to read or write a word row-wise and doubles for column-wise write. Based on these parameters, we set the operating frequency of CATCAM to 500 MHz, leaving enough margin for the control logics in each cycle.

Since lookup is fully pipelined to CATCAM, its amortized cost per request is 1 cycle. Rule deletion is trivial and takes 1 cycle to invalidate the corresponding entries. The update of the match matrix takes 1 cycle, the update of the priority matrix takes 3 cycles considering both row-wise write and column-wise write are required. Since they can happen in parallel, the cost of a rule insertion is 3 cycles. In case of rule reallocation between subtables, existing rules have to be read out first, adding an extra cycle. Different subtables of CATCAM can be updated simultaneously so both rules can be inserted at the same time. In case of the assignment of a new table, the update of the global priority matrix can be overlapped with that of the local priority matrix. Finally, updating the maximum priority of the subtable takes one more cycle. Therefore at most 5 cycles are considered for any update request. According to further benchmarking that will be discussed later, 28% of update requests can be accomplished in 3 cycles with the remaining 72% in 5 cycles, indicating an average CPR of 4.4. In conclusion, CATCAM supports 500 million lookup queries or 100 million update requests per second.

#### B. Comparisons of Update and lookup Performance

Table III and Table IV show the update performance of CATCAM in comparison to state-of-the-art TCAM update algorithms across the same benchmarks. FastRule (FR) [43], RuleTris (RT) [53], Partial Order Theory (POT) [15] and TreeCAM [52] are the latest TCAM firmware optimizations focusing on incremental update. Both of them utilize the minimum dependency graph, a kind of Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) which describes rule dependency, to decrease TCAM entry movements during update. Therefore, two criteria...
The total update time of TCAM-based solutions is the aggregation of the firmware time and the TCAM update time, while for CATCAM the “firmware time” in Table IV refers to the total update time derived from the update cost in Table III. The extra computation effort prior works spend to generate the dependency graph and calculate the update sequence is measured in the firmware time. For example, they need a compiler to convert each update into DAG and a scheduler to convert DAG update back to TCAM entry movements. Then the TCAM/CATCAM update cost is the number of rule reallocations. For CATCAM, it is either 0 or 1 depending on the availability of subtables. For others, it is the number of entry movements in the update sequence. Since the actual time to conduct rule updates in TCAM is the number of TCAM moves times the clock period of the specific TCAM (e.g., 2.5 ns for 400 MHz), in Table III update time from their original papers are normalized to TCAM moves to remove the impact of hardware differences. For software-based Open vSwitch, by default, it allows 65,000 rules with nearly instantaneous rule installation, which is close to what is reported in a previous benchmark [28].

From Table III and Table IV it can be observed that although prior works manage to reduce the TCAM update cost, their performance is hindered by the prohibitive firmware time. Because they are still based on the premise that TCAM sorts rule priorities by physical addresses, they exploit the dependency relationship with the newly inserted entry to minimize the number of rule reallocations. However, the compilation of minimum dependency information is complicated and time-consuming, especially for large rulesets, which makes up most of the firmware time. Their performance relies on the characteristics of rulesets and is non-deterministic among updates. In contrast, CATCAM inserts rules based on their priorities rather than dependencies. With the encoding scheme, rule priorities and subtable priorities are decoupled from their physical addresses, ensuring that at most one rule is reallocated for an update. The algorithm/architecture co-design eliminates the firmware overhead and guarantees $O(1)$ time update latency. Therefore, its performance is deterministic and not subject to ruleset characteristics.

However, due to the exhaustion of empty entries, the ratio of rule reallocation rises as the number of rules in the table increases. We evaluate the worst case by generating as many rules and feeding them to CATCAM until an insertion fails. Statistics show that for our prototype with 64K entries, it can accommodate around 50K rules (inflation due to range expansion excluded), with an occupancy of 78%. About 28% of them are inserted without rule reallocation, bringing an average update time of 8.9 ns. Overall, CATCAM provides an overwhelming speedup between three orders of magnitude and six orders of magnitude over previous optimal algorithms.

Since our goal is to achieve fast update without jeopardizing lookup performance, we compare CATCAM with existing solutions for packet classification in terms of throughput. As shown in Fig. 15, since the match matrix shares the same architecture as TCAM, CATCAM can offer equivalent search capability. Prior studies have shown that TCAM is an order of magnitude faster than Open vSwitch and HALO [57], its cache accelerator in tuple space search due to its excellence in wildcard match.

These comparisons reveal a fundamental trade-off between

### Table III: Comparison of TCAM/CATCAM Update Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruleset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Naive Average</th>
<th>FastRule Average</th>
<th>RuleTris Average</th>
<th>Partial Order Theory Average</th>
<th>TreeCAM Maximum</th>
<th>CATCAM Average</th>
<th>CATCAM Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV: Comparison of Firmware Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruleset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Naive</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>POT</th>
<th>CATCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
<td>35 us</td>
<td>0.5 ms</td>
<td>7 us</td>
<td>6.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>3500 ms</td>
<td>35 us</td>
<td>400 ms</td>
<td>57 us</td>
<td>7.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>50 us</td>
<td>1500 ms</td>
<td>149 us</td>
<td>7.6 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FW</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>280 ms</td>
<td>35 us</td>
<td>0.6 ms</td>
<td>11 us</td>
<td>6.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>1800 ms</td>
<td>35 us</td>
<td>500 ms</td>
<td>215 us</td>
<td>7.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>50 us</td>
<td>2000 ms</td>
<td>573 us</td>
<td>6.7 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
<td>40 us</td>
<td>0.5 ms</td>
<td>7 us</td>
<td>6.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>3500 ms</td>
<td>40 us</td>
<td>400 ms</td>
<td>70 us</td>
<td>7.4 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>40 us</td>
<td>2000 ms</td>
<td>277 us</td>
<td>7.6 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lookup speed and update effort in packet classification. The hardware-based solution like TCAM features rapid parallel lookup but involves expensive and inflexible update operations while the software-based approach like Open vSwitch is more scalable but limited in lookup efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, CATCAM is the first work to achieve \(O(1)\) time update while maintaining \(O(1)\) time lookup, making it a promising candidate for future SDN switches.

C. Energy Consumption and Area Overhead

This section discusses the energy consumption and area overhead of CATCAM. Although the real energy consumption of CATCAM is subject to the actual workload for lookup, it mainly depends on two factors. First, the number of valid entries to match in a subtable. Each valid entry corresponds to an ML in the match matrix, which is pre-charged during lookup. Second, the number of matched entries in a subtable. Similarly, each matched entry is related to a pre-charged RBL and an activated RWL in the priority matrix. Such incremental cost is also reported in Table I. Fig. 16 shows the energy consumption of the match matrix and the priority matrix with an increasing number of valid and matched entries in a subtable. Since the cost of the control logics inside memory is amortized over entries, the energy consumption per rule is decreasing as the number of entries increase. In case of a fully loaded and matched subtable, the energy cost is 0.78 fJ per ternary bit for the match matrix and 0.59 fJ per bit for the priority matrix. However, in practice, only two priority matrices in CATCAM are visited per query and they happen in different pipeline stages, meaning at most two priority matrices are active at the same time. Considering the large amount of match matrices in CATCAM, the energy consumed by priority matrices is nearly negligible.

The maximum power consumption of CATCAM is 16.7 W, of which the match matrices consume 16.4 W while the priority matrices consume 0.1 W. The area overhead of CATCAM is 48.8 mm\(^2\), of which the match matrices cover 40.2 mm\(^2\) while the priority matrices cover 8.1 mm\(^2\). Therefore, the priority matrices only add 0.3% power consumption and 20% area overhead towards the budget of match matrices. Experiments also show that the peripheral control logics account for less than 1% in terms of energy or area. Putting it all together, in a fully loaded CATCAM, the energy and area cost per ternary bit is 0.782 fJ and 0.71 mm\(^2\).

Table V compares CATCAM to some taped-out TCAM designs. For the record, since the match matrix in CATCAM has the same function as a TCAM, CATCAM is also compatible with existing TCAM designs. The reason we design our own match matrix is for the evaluation purpose. From Table V we can safely conclude that our evaluation of the match matrix is reasonable. Compared to the best case in Table V, CATCAM incurs 34% energy and 134% area overhead. Since the transistor density of conventional TCAM is limited by the power density, it is profitable for CATCAM to trade area overhead for flexible update, which lowers the power density of current TCAM designs.

### IX. RELATED WORKS

This section introduces related works on the packet classification algorithms, especially on their recent resurgence driven by SDN. To enable high-performance packet classification, prior works propose both software-based and hardware-based packet classification. The primary challenge is simultaneously achieving fast lookup and fast update. TCAM with the conventional priority encoder (PE) features \(O(1)\) lookup and \(O(n)\) insertion, where \(n\) is the number of stored rules.

In the past, fast update was not as important as fast lookup for statically configured networks. Some researches essentially ignored update to drastically fasten lookup [47]. Tuple Space Search (TSS) [48] was the precursor to trade the lookup time for fast update. It partitioned the ruleset based on the pattern of wildcards used for each field (tuple) and group all rules that
share the same tuple. TSS features \(O(d)\) lookup and \(O(1)\) insertion, where \(d\) is the number of tuples, but may have performance concern for large rulesets due to tuple expansion.

The rapid deployment feature of SDN [39], exemplified by OpenFlow [33] and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [13], emphasizes the importance of fast update, which becomes the major design goal of packet classification algorithms nowadays.

Software-based packet classification emerges as the mainstream solution to fast update. The de novo framework Open vSwitch (OvS) [42] for networking in virtual environments like multi-tenancy data centers, combines TSS with hash tables and software-based caches, can handle up to 65,000 updates per second with CPUs [28]. Optimizations on both CPU architectures, like DDIO [19] and SR-IOV [8], and OS infrastructures, like DPDK [18], are proposed to exploit modern multi-core processors for packet classifications. Recent researches on software-based approaches implement the rulesets as decision tree [56] or similar divide-and-conquer data structure [7]. Apart from the rule replication problem during update, traversal of complicated data structures may incur long search paths. In general, current best practice in software-based packet classification algorithms achieves \(O(d + \log n)\) lookup, insertion and deletion in average cases.

In terms of hardware-based packet classification, prior studies typically explore three approaches.

Optimizations on TCAM. Although TCAM is expensive, power-hungry and slow in update, their extremely fast lookup ensures that it is still the de facto hardware solution to high-speed packet classification [5, 6]. Numerous researches explore how to exploit TCAM for rapid deployment. Some of them seek to reduce the number of insertions required for updated rulesets. For example, modular composition compilers such as CoVisor [22] and RuleTris [53] minimize the number of rule updates sent to switches through eliminating redundant updates; and Dionysus [23] reduces multi-switch policy update latency caused by suboptimal scheduling. Others aim to reduce the number of moves required by insertion. Priority-Decision [51] utilizes the length information of the matched patterns to eliminate the need for PEs, but is limited to the longest prefix matching. Existing TCAM solutions aim to decrease in rule moves through the interleaved layout of empty entries [46] or utilizing the minimum dependency graph to avoid unnecessary moves during insertion [43]. But the former approaches waste precious TCAM space without improving the worst-case complexity, and the latter one has to calculate the dependency graph of rules, which is prohibitively time-consuming. To reconcile the need between lookup and update, TreeCAM [52] proposes dual versions of decision trees to decouple lookup and update, and perform well in both lookup efficiency and update effort. CacheFlow [27] features a hierarchical flow table design between TCAM and SRAM to scale up, with cover-set rules to decrease unnecessary flow entry movements between them. Again, the extra computing effort to the dependency relation of rulesets amortized over insertions will deteriorate the overall performance.

RRAM-based TCAM. TCAM based on the emerging non-volatile memory technology - Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) benefits from the small cell size, excellent scalability and fast access speed [58]. Associative Processing (AP) [25], [55] with RRAM-based TCAM is also a promising PIM paradigm that combines data storage and data processing, and supports massively parallel SIMD operations in-situ by decomposing arbitrary computations into a sequence of primitive memory operations [59]. Although RRAM technology can be used to implement CATCAM with many advantages including native column-wise write support, our main concern is the limited resistive memory endurance (10\(^{12}\)) [36], which fails within hours for our design featuring high-speed update. However, the number is likely to grow in the future [10], we thereby leave RRAM-based CATCAM for future exploration.

Hardware-accelerated software-based solutions. Recent trends on domain-specific accelerators also address the packet classification algorithms. The parallelism of existing hardware accelerators such as GPUs [11], [14], FPGAs [30] and ASICs [57] are exploited to offload the software-based packet classification. These methods share the limitation of pure software-based solutions in that their lookup performance is far from satisfying.

X. Conclusion

Motivated by the recent resurgence of researches on the inefficient update for packet classification algorithms, this paper reinvents the underlying mechanism for TCAM. The emerging PIM paradigm provides a new perspective on this problem. By decoupling rule priorities from physical addresses, we propose the matrix-based priority encoding scheme that can be implemented in-memory with 8T SRAM arrays. With the hierarchical scalability, we propose CATCAM that supports up to hundreds of thousands of rules while enabling \(O(1)\) time lookup and update. Evaluation shows that CATCAM performs at least three orders of magnitude faster than other TCAM update solutions with reasonable power and area overhead.

CATCAM not only provides fast update and better scalability but also gives better responsive guarantee than TCAM. These features can greatly simplify the design of SDN control plane for hardware switches. In this way, CATCAM may serve to drive the evolution of network architecture.

Moreover, we hope this work would shed light on the new research direction for Processing In-Memory and make a broader impact on the PIM technique more than data-intensive applications.
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